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Abstract 

In this paper, we make a detailed study about the routing related energy consumption problem 

in Wireless Sensor Networks. Based on this study, we present the selection criterion of the 

intermediate nodes so as to make the routing problem energy-efficient. Experimental results are 

provided with reasonable verification. 

 

1. Introduction 

Recent advances in Micro-Electro-Mechanical-systems 
and low power and highly integrated digital electronics have l
ed to the development of wireless sensor networks (WSNs)
[1][2][3][4][5]. Due to their wide application in military 
surveillance, industrial process control as well as the env
ironmental monitoring, the study of WSNs has been a r
esearch focus in the past decades.  

The study of energy consumption is the primary conc
ern since all the sensor devices are battery powered andi
t is economically impossible to re-charge all the tiny se
nsors within a large monitoring area.  

In this paper, we will study the energy consumption 
problem from an intuitive observation. We will start fro
m a commonly used energy model. Then, we will give 
our node selection criteria and finally, we will give ourp
reliminary simulation results.  

 

2. Energy Consumption Model 

We use t h e  s a m e  energy consumption model  a s

[6]. The energy needed to transmit, receive and forward 
b
n  

bits of packets are calculated in (1), (2) and (3) respectively. 
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3. Study of Energy Consumption 

Taking Fig. 1 as an example, there are N=30 nodes  
randomly deployed in a [1000, 1000] m2 area. Let dAB=A,  
d B C = B ,  d A C = C and C  i s  l a r g e r  t h a n  A ( o r  B ) .  

We simply put 
b
n  as one bit here. 

First, we will study the one hop instance, where the relatio

nship between 
BA

EE +  and 
C

E  is studied. Then, we can

 extend it to multihop circumstances. We average our simulat
ion results for 10 times and here, we simply provide one inst
ance so as to make it intuitively easy to understand, as 
is shown in Table 1. 
 

 

Fig. 1. 30 nodes deployment 

Table 1.  Comparison of one hop energy consumption (J) 

Case 1: C<dT 
A, B< dT 

E(2,15)= 1.79×10-7 

E(2,14)+E(14,15) =2.78×10-7 

Case 2: C>dT 
A, B> dT 

E(11,12)=9.42×10-6 

E(11,21)+E(21,12) =2.17×10-6 

Case 3: C>dT 
A, B< dT  

E(7,5)= 2.64×10-7 

E(7,1)+E(1,5) =2.82×10-7 

Case 4: C>dT 
   A< dT<B 

E(3,27)=2.88×10-6 

E(3,23)+E(23,27) =2.38×10-6 

 
  Table 1 lists 4 cases about the energy consumption 

between  
BA

EE +  and 
C

E  according to the position 

of node A, B and C. In Case 1, the distance between n
ode A and C is smaller than the distance threshold dT. I
t is an ideal situation since we can simply communicate
 from node A to node C without the help of any inter
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mediate nodes. The energy consumption is in the order 
of 10-7 and it is also less than the summation from mul
ti-hop nodes. In Case 2, the distance between Node 11 
and Node 12 is C=291 meters, and A=159 meters, B=1

72 meters. From equations (1)-(3), we obtain 
C

E = 9.4*

10-6, which is about four times larger than 
BA

EE + . It

 is worth noting that the energy consumption is in the 
order of 10-6 to transmit only one bit data.  
W e can see that if A and B are both small e r

than the distance threshold ,
T

d  the difference between 

BA
EE +  and 

C
E  is small. Usually, we can neglect it 

and take either of the instances. If one of the intermedia

te distance is larger than
T

d , the difference between 

BA
EE +  and 

C
E  is larger than the first case. The dif

ference degree is about ten times larger. And if all the 

distances are larger than 
T

d , the difference is the larges

t among all the cases. In Case 3, C is larger than 
T

d  

while A and B are both smaller than 
T

d . We can see t

hat 
C

E  is smaller than 
BA

EE +  and  the difference b

etween them is also small. Finally, in Case 4, we obser
ve that there are situations when A<dT<<B, it could be 
better to transmit the data through multi-hop nodes rathe
r than to transmit the data through one-hop. 

Next, we will increase the network density and let N=50,
in a similar way of Fig. 1, as is shown in Fig. 2.  

 

 
Fig. 2. 50 nodes deployment 

 
From Table 2, we can draw a similar conclusion as i

n Table 2, which is that the energy consumption will no
t be too large if the communication distance is not muc
h larger than the distance threshold. In other words, if 
we choose those nodes with communication distance sma
ller or a little larger than the distance threshold, the ene
rgy consumption is reasonably acceptable. So, we are wi
lling to save much energy at the cost of a few more ho
p numbers. Once again, it validates our selection criterio
n about the intermediate nodes during the routing phase. 

Table 2.  Comparison of multi-hop energy consumption (J) 

Case 1: C>dT

A, B..<dT 

E(20,29)+E(29,22)= 2.47×10-7 

E(20,31)+E(31,30)+E(30,29)+E(29,
22) =5.35×10-7 

Case 2: C>dT

A< ..< dT<B 
E(26,42)+E(42,46)= 4.14×10-6 

E(26,24)+E(24,7)+E(7,30)+E(30,2
9)+E(29,46)=1.14×10-6 

Case 3: C>dT

A, B..>dT 
E(43, 36)+E(36, 16)= 1.60×10-5 

E(43,11)+E(11,15)+E(15, 36)+ 
E(36,41)+E(41, 16)=4.95×10-6 

 

4. Conclusion and Future Work 
In this paper, we will study the energy consumption p

roblem under the one hop situation. Based on one famo
us energy consumption model, we give the node selectio
n criteria so as to be energy efficient. Then, we extend 
our work to the multihop situation. Again, a similar con
clusion can be made according to our preliminary simula
tion results.  

In the near future, we plan to incorporate this node select
ion criterion into the routing phase so as to make our r
outing algorithm energy efficient.  
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